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Abstract
We consider the Youden square formed by deleting one row of a v × v
back-circulant Latin square and establish a critical set that contains
a number of elements which is equal to v 2 /4 (v even) or (v 2 − 1)/4
(v odd). We show that this critical set is minimal, for v even.
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Introduction

The name Youden square is used by statisticians to describe a k × v array,
Y (where 2 ≤ k < v, so the array is actually a rectangle), each of whose
cells contains an object from the set {1, 2,. . . , v}, such that:
(i) each of the objects 1, 2, . . . , v occurs precisely once in each row of Y
and at most once in each column of Y , and
(ii) the arrangement of the objects 1, 2, . . . , v within the columns of Y
is that of a balanced incomplete block design, namely, each pair of
distinct objects occurs in λ blocks, where λ is an integer.
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We use the notation “element (i, j; x)” to denote the triple which has x in
position (i, j) of the Youden square.
A critical set of a Youden square Y is a set C = {(i, j; x)}, of cardinality c,
where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}; j, x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , v}, such that:
(i) Y is the only k × v Youden square which has the element x in cell
(i, j) for each (i, j; x) ∈ C, and
(ii) no proper subset of C satisfies (i).
A critical set, C, is the minimal partial information from which we can
reconstruct the whole structure, Y , uniquely. A minimal critical set (mcs)
of a Youden square Y is a critical set of minimum cardinality whereas a
largest critical set (lcs) is a critical set of maximum cardinality.
The study of similar sets in Latin squares arose from a problem at the
Rothamsted Experimental Station [7].
A v × v back-circulant Latin square is one with initial row 1, 2, 3, . . . , v and
with subsequent rows formed by translating the previous row one element
to the left. In this note we study the critical sets of the class of Youden
squares formed by deleting one row from a back-circulant Latin square.
Such Youden squares have parameters k = v − 1 and λ = v − 2. We say
that the information content of a Youden square is the information content
of the critical set plus the information content of the rules for constructing
a Youden square.
This is the first paper to consider critical sets of Youden squares. However,
critical sets of Latin squares, and defining sets of graph colourings and Latin
rectangles, have been considered by a number of authors; see for instance
[2], [3], [6], [7], [10], [11].
Critical sets are of importance in a study of secret sharing schemes. Secret
sharing depends on distributing a secret among a group of participants, individuals or entities, so that only pre-designated collections of participants
are able to recreate the secret by collectively combining their shares of the
secret. See for instance [5], [8], [9].
Structures which have rules for completion such as balanced incomplete
block designs, Latin squares, F-squares, Youden squares, regular graph
colourings, finite geometries, block designs and difference sets may all be
used to construct hierarchical and compartmentalized secret sharing schemes.
This is discussed more fully in [1], [4], [8] for example.
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Critical sets

Let m = [v/2], where [x] represents the greatest integer not exceeding x.
Form the (v − 1) × v Youden square, Yv , by deleting the (m + 1)st row
of the v × v back-circulant Latin square. Then, within Yv , delete all but
the first (m + 1 − i) objects in row i (i = 1, . . . , m) and delete all but the
last j elements in row m + j (j = 1, . . . , v − 1 − m). Call this resulting
array Yv∗ . Each row of Yv∗ contains at least one element, and exactly one
column of Yv∗ is completely empty. The non-empty cells of Yv∗ form one
triangle containing m(m + 1)/2 elements in the top left-hand corner, and
a second triangle containing (v − 1 − m)(v − m)/2 elements in the bottom
right-hand corner. It is simple to show that Yv∗ has v 2 /4 non-empty cells
if v is even, and (v 2 − 1)/4 non-empty cells if v is odd. Denote by Cv the
set of non-empty cells of Yv∗ . We claim that Cv forms a critical set for Yv .
We call Cv , with two triangle shapes of elements, the standard form of the
critical set of Yv . We refer to the two triangles as the upper left and lower
right triangles.
Example and Notation. We show below Y6∗ and Y7∗ . Two additional
cells are displayed on the extreme right of the layouts. The size of the
critical set is written in the upper cell and the number of elements in the
completed square in the lower cell.
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It is well known from [2] that:
Theorem 1 The array which consists of Cv augmented by a row of zeros
is a critical set for the v × v back-circulant Latin square.
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Theorem 2 A Youden square Y of order (v − 1) × v can be uniquely extended to a Latin square L of order v. L is called the extension of Y.
Proof.
Each column of Y lacks precisely one element from the set
{1, 2, . . . , v}. Form the v th row by placing, in cell (v, j), the element missing
from column j. This row is uniquely obtained.
⊔
⊓
Corollary 1 A critical set C for a Youden square Y of order (v − 1) × v
must also, after augmentation by a v th row of empty cells, be a critical set
for the Latin square extension, L, of Y.
Proof. Since C is uniquely completable to Y, its augmentation must also,
by Theorem 2, be uniquely completable to L. Suppose an element, x, is
deleted from C. Then C \ {x} must complete to at least two Youden squares
and, by Theorem 2, each Youden square has a unique extension. Thus the
augmentation of C is also a critical set for L.
⊔
⊓
Theorem 3 Let L be a Latin square of order v. Let K be a critical set of
L, which has no elements in row r, say, and let Kr∗ be the array formed by
deleting row r of K. Then the Youden square Y, formed by the removal from
L of row r, has Kr∗ as a critical set.
Further, if K is minimal for L,, then Kr∗ is minimal for Y.
Proof. Since Kr∗ ⊆ Y, therefore Kr∗ must complete uniquely to Y. If an
element x = (i, j; k) of Kr∗ is deleted, then Kr∗ \ {x} extends to at least two
Latin squares. These Latin squares must differ in the entry corresponding
to cell (i, j) of Kr∗ . Since this cell does not occur in row r, the removal of
this element and of row r results in two distinct Youden squares. That is,
Kr∗ must be a critical set of Y.
Suppose Kr∗ is not minimal for Y. Then there exists a critical set M∗r of Y,
such that |M∗r | < |Kr∗ |. By Corollary 1, the extension M of M∗r is also a
critical set of L. But then K is not minimal for L, a contradiction.
⊔
⊓
Corollary 2 If v is even, then Cv is a minimal critical set for Y .
Proof. It is shown in [2], for example, that, if v is even, then the array
formed by augmenting Cv by a row of zeros is a minimal critical set for the
back-circulant v × v Latin square. Thus, by the theorem above, Cv is a
minimal critical set for Y.
⊔
⊓
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We conjecture that Cv forms a minimal critical set for Yv , for v odd. The
basis for this conjecture includes the following: a Youden square cannot be
formed uniquely from a partial Youden square which leaves two columns (or
rows) blank, since we cannot know which column should contain a particular
set of k objects (nor which row should contain a particular permutation of v
objects). Consequently, Y3 could not have a critical set of only one element,
so C3 forms a minimal critical set for Y3 .

A computer program was used to generate all 20
5 possible critical sets of
five elements for Y5 to see whether any such set could be uniquely completed
to form the appropriate Youden square. None of the possible critical sets
could be uniquely completed.
Remark. The preceding discussion considered a Youden square Yv formed
by deletion of the (m + 1)st row of the v × v back-circulant Latin square.
However, the decision to delete the (m+ 1)st row was made only to simplify
our proof. It is easy to verify that a Youden square formed by deleting some
row of the Latin square other than the (m + 1)st can be obtained from Yv
merely by reordering the rows of Yv and then by cycling the order of the
columns of Yv . Consequently, a critical set of v 2 /4 elements (for v even) or
(v 2 − 1)/4 elements (for v odd) for this new Youden square can be obtained
by applying the same reordering of rows and columns to Yv∗ .
Thus, although the preceding results were obtained specifically for the
Youden square obtained by deleting the (m + 1)st row of the v × v backcirculant Latin square, they apply to a Youden square formed by deleting
any one row of that Latin square.
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